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PRESIDENT'S PERSPECTIVE
An Inspiration and a Guiding Force
John A. Hoyt has led The HSUS to an unrivaled position ofpreeminence
hen I read the report on page 4 describing our mar-_ Bm e\·en more important, its achievements have
successful national conference, during ,,·hich allo\\ ed us to expand the emerging parameters of a huwe celebrated the twenty-six-year career of mane s 1 tY.
For tbos~ of you who have had the opportunity to
John A. Hoyt, I was reminded of the fact that most
HSUS members are acquainted with our chief executive meet John in . ~ on or to hear him speak on any of the
a-ions at which he has represented The
through the pages of this magazine. For the majority of hundreds of
those twenty-six years, John addressed you as your pres- HS ·s here and abroad. he has been an inspiration and a
ident. Since 1992 he has addressed you, on occasion, as guiding for~ . \Ye kno,,- this because many of you have
ause those of us who make up The
chief executive, most recently in the Fall 1996 issue. His told us so and
HSUS staff also have been moved
writings have evaluated the philoand guided by him.
sophical underpinnings of humane
Professionally, inspired by his
work, challenged us to take on the
I adership over the last twenty
task of individual action, explained
_· ars, I have been privileged to
HSUS positions on critical issues
foll ow him as HSUS president.
of the day, and introduced new
Personally, I have been enriched
initiatives. He has also contributed
y his ftiendship, for which I shall
independent field reports on
ahays be grateful.
HSUS projects here and abroad
oon John will be moving into
and solicited for publication the
new role, one promising him
viewpoints of writers from outgreater flexibility and freedom
side the HSUS family. His goal
from the concerns of a growing
always has been to increase the
organization's day-to-day operaSociety's members ' understand:ions . He will continue to lead
ing of and commitment to animal
EarthKind, the International Cenprotection.
er for Earth Concerns, and the
John Hoyt 's accomplishments
Center for the Respect of Life and
are clear beyond doubt. He has
Enviromnent. I have no doubt that
taken an organization that in 1970
he will continue, as well, to serve
was a young, energetic body with
reatively the cause to which he
an ambitious agenda and. '' ith the
has devoted his life.
help of a grm,·ing constituency
On your behalf, and on behalf
and a committed staff. ha led it to
of our board of directors, staff, and
a position of success that '"as unsupporters, I wish to thank John A.
dreamed of a quarter century ago.
L.&..-............_,IA~ " Hoyt for his long and distinguished
The HSUS is now. in the charity
universe, the equivalent of a For- Above: Jo/u; .4 . Ho_n rlefiJ and Paul G. record of accomplishment-and for
tune 500 company. Its onstit- Jn rin relea-e an ocelm in Co ra Rica; his tireless efforts to create a truly
humane society.
•
uency has passed the 3.5 million and broadcr:Lr on rhe radio (belO\Y).
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GUY R. HODGE, HSUS
director of Data and Informa tion Services, recently \\·as
honored with the 1996 Tern
Award, presented by the International Wildlife Rehabilitation Council. The award recognizes an extraordinary. longterm contribution to the field
of wildlife rehabilitation. :'v1r.
Hodge is believed to be the firs t
person to have treated mammal
victims of oil spills successful ly. He was the editor and coauthor of the first edition of The
Pocket Guide to th e Humane
Control of Wildlife in CiTies
and Towns, published original ly by The HSUS in 1990 and
then by Falcon Press in 199 1.

on and Becky Etzler _ _"losr ca t " signs on Top_~.:~
land (above).

NORTH CAROLINA
ANIMALS TRIUMPH
IN FIVE STATES

N

ovember's election featured an unprecedented seven statew ide ballot
initiatives addressing hunting, baiting, and hounding
of a number of wild spe-

cies, including black bears,
bobcats, lynx, mountain lions, foxes, wolves, and wolverines. We are pleased to
report that voters sided
with animal advocates in
five states- Alaska, Colorado, Massachusetts, Oregon, and Washington. Only
in Michigan and Idaho
~
pro-animal measures
-~re d.
0

~

nessed nature's fury in :
::s
rwo major storms caus~ sc; nificant damage and -~--,- -x
the lives of thousands
ple and animals.
In July Hurrican
threatened the entirCoast before wreakir.g :. -

..,;rb no Ood and \\·ater. Some
.,,-_,rc pe - left behind when

ties, Pender and Onslow, are
rural, and each has a two-person animal-control department.
The departments had little
ability to help the cats. Working with the Ametican Humane Association, the Cat
Fancier's Association, the
North Carolina Animal Protection Society, and local volunteers, the HSUS team set up
feeding stations stocked with
fresh food and water throughout the island. Signs urged residents to find their lost pets or
report them missing to the local animal-control agencies so
that they could be reunited.
This program continued long
after the relief teams left the
disaster area .
Livestock deaths due to
Hurricane Fran were massive.
A week after the storm, the
team discovered that an estimated
434,000
chickens,
205 ,000 turkeys, 14,000 hogs,
and 400 cattle had died. Most
died at commercial factory
farms because electricity had
been cut, shutting down ventilators and automatic watering
machines. In close quarters
with intense heat and no available water, the animals could
not survive long. Requests for
auxiliary generators went unanswered by the state government because overwhelming
human needs had priority. Fran
demonstrated how vulnerable
such artificial, stressful, and
unhealthful enviromnents are
to the whims of nature .

o'.\ll~rs

relief team from oc
States and Southea"

~ ::--::-2...
-~_: ,_ - ,-

impact on animals
local communities iJ; ::._ ~-'- ~
ing a relief plan. Th ··- - -; ton area had an ex
mal-control agency ·

e\·acuated. Many were
-ornmunin .. ars \Yho belonged to no one in particular,
2 • who \\·ere fed by many.
OL.;:e residents left the area
'.'- i::h what \\ - left of their belongi.!gs. the ommuniry cats
:3. -u:i s:an·arion and de hydra-

IN SEPTEMBER the 1996
celebration of National Farm
Animals Awa reness Week
(N FAAW) saw animal shelters.
humane societies, educators.
and community groups across
the country educating the publi c about the unique qualities
shared by farm animal species.
HSUS NEWS • Winter 1997

1\TFAAW received a boost
nationally when "Lucy" the
appeared with television

Our poster and other materials
featured appealing images of
a calf, a goat, a lamb, two

WHO IS THE
BEST Hf.IRST"?
he fur flew in Washington.. D.C., on October 17,
as the public heard debate on
who should run the White
House . The Best First Pet
Debate ·was held to decide
whether a cat or a dog would
be m ore qualified to represent the pet of this country.
The debate was sponsored
by The HSUS and K-III
Communications Corporation, publisher of Dog World
and Cats magazines. John
McLaughlin, host
ofNBC-TV'sMcLaughlin Group,
moderated the debate. John Cargill, a contributing editor for Dog
World, and Amy
D. Shojai, a contributing editor for
Cats, argued for
their respective
species. The general public had the chance to
vote through special 900
phone numbers or at the

T
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HSUS Web site through election day. After all the \·otes
were counted, the cat \YOn.

=

1?4 UJ ·spu? S ]BUl~UB lJU!ABS OllU?Ul
~~

~--o··--~

and given a home on
his farm. The HSUS's
Barbara Dyer and
David Kuemmerle
were on hand to recount many fascinating and little-known
facts about farm animals.
The print campaign created
for NFAAW by The HSUS was
recognized in October 1996
with an award from the American Institute of Graphic Arts.

venture
programs,
and nature shows. For
~ li
more information about
Animal Planet, contact your cable or
satellite television
company. You canalso visit the Animal
Planet Web site at
http://www.animal.discovery.
com. The HSUS and Animal
Planet are in the process of
discussing other joint projects;
we'll keep you posted.
•

Animal'"
Planet
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The HSUS's Patricia A. Forkan (top) meets a special guest;
"Garfield " (center) interrupts the debate>· Amy D. Shojai,
John McLaughlin, and John Cargill make their points.
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UP FRONT

NATIONAL CONFERENCE

Celebrating the Humane Spirit
HSUS honors John A. Hoyt, Maurice F Strong

E

very so often it is a good idea to
stop and take stock-to look backward without losing sight of where
one wishes to go. The HS S took advantage of the opportunity presented by our
conference, October 17-19, 1996, to reflect with pride on our achievements of
the past twenty-six years under the leadership of chief executive John . Hoyt and
to point the way to the future. That future
could lie in part in the hands of enlightened stewards not formall affiliated ·with
animal protection, such as Jame Herriot
Award recipient Maurice F. Strong. chairman of the Earth Council and enior advisor to the president of the World Bank
Addressing the conferee wa a roster of
celebrated activists and decision makers,
including Marc Bekoff, Ph.D.. professor

at the University of Colorado; Roger A.
Caras, president of the American Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals;
Peter Davies, director general of the Royal
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals; Andrew Dickson. chief executive officer of the World Society for the
Protection of Animals; Colman McCarthy, Washington Posr columnist and
author; Christine Stevens, president of the
Animal Welfare Institute: Gus \V. Thornton, D.V.M., president of the assachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals; Will Travers executive director of the Born Free Foundation; David B.
Wilkins, director of the Eurogroup for
Animal Welfare; and Gretchen Wyler,
president of the Ark Trust.
"The Great Presidential Debate: The

HSUS NEWS • Winter
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Clockwise, from above: 1996
Special Joseph Wood Krutch
Award Winner John A. Hoyt
(left) acknowledges the tribute
of HSUS officers 0~ J. Ramsey,
Esq., Amy Freeman Lee, Litt.D.,
Paul . G. lrwin1 . and Patricia A.
Forkan and director Donald W.
Cashen, Ph.D.; Mr. Hoyt is congratulated by''daughter Karen
Hoyt and grandson Shane
Benson after Saturday's banquet; Mr. Hoyt, Dr. Lee, and
Mr. Irwin enioy a break; HSUS
Midwest Regional Director
Wendell Maddox chats wit.h
Judy Peil of St. Louis.
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Clockwise from above: The

Best 'First Pet,' Cat or DogT' was a late
addition to the conference s hedule that
attracted national publicity. It was hosted
by television commentator John McLaughlin and cosponsored by K-Ill Communications Corporation, publisher of Dog
World and Cats magazines. NBC-TV's Today Show, USA Today, the Cable News
6

Network, the i\'e~r York Times, and the
Washington Posr had great fun with this
new race in election season. Supporters
nationwide had the chance to vote for
their choice by calling a 900 number or
logging on to the HS S Web site through
election day. (The cat won the light-hearted poll.)

Hoyt family enjoys the banquet;
The ASPCA's Roger A. Caras
(center) relaxes after moderating ''Creating a Humane
Nation"; The HSUS's Katherine
Benedid {right) chats with 1
Madge Wiseman {left) and
HSUS director Alice R. Garey;
Ms. Forkan introduces Thursday's video presentation; Mr.
Hoyt is congratulated by HSUS
director K. William Wiseman;
on behalf of his uncle, Maurice
Strong (inset above), Rich Winter accepts the Boehm-created
Herriot award from Mr. Ramsey.
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children involves

more than

the

three Rs. They must learn
to care for one another,
the Earth, and animals.
Each month of the school
year, KIND News helps instill respect and compassion. You can give a class
KIND News by adopting a

teacher for only $20 a
year.

For

information,

write to the HSUS AdoptA-Teacher Program, PO
Box 362, East Haddam,
CT 06423-0362.
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Friends in Congress save dolphin-safe label

with a dolphin-safe label, indicating to
conswners in the United States. and elsewhere, that no dolphins were inrentionaJ!y
harmed in tuna-fishing operations.
The laws were, by any measure. a great
success. The tuna industry ·s annual kill of
dolphins plummeted from more than one
hundred thousand a year to fewer than
five thousand.
But foreign tuna companies fi It aggJieved by the U.S. embargo. Latin American and Mexican tuna companies \\·am d
to sell their tuna in the United States. Some
ships in their fleets, however, continued to
set nets on dolphins and kill dolphins in
the ETP. Under U.S. law, such countries
could not export tuna to the United States.
(If even one tuna boat in a nation's fleet
fishes in a dolphin-unsafe manner, no tuna
from that nation can be imported.)
After discussions failed, Mexico in
1991 filed a challenge against the United
States Lmder the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade (GATT), arguing that
U.S. dolphin-protection laws presented an
unfair barrier to trade. A GATT panel
ruled in Mexico's favor. Under GATT
rules, however, the United States could
"block" any unfavorable GATT ruling by
refusing to adopt it. Because of public interest in the tuna/dolphin controversy, the
United States did just that. 1

hrough adept maneuvering by
friends of dolphins in the U.S. Congress, a major threat to dolphin-safe
tuna labeling was defeated in October.
The dolphin-safe tuna labeling program began in the 1980s when school
children throughout the United States
were up in arms over dolphins. They
wanted tuna fleets to stop drowning dolphins in deadly nets.
For years tuna fleets had taken advantage of a still unexplained biological phenomenon. In the Eastern Tropical Pacific
Ocean (ETP), schools of commercially
valuable yellowfin tuna swim beneath
dolphins. Even if dolphins are chased for
miles, the tuna swim with them. Once
they had spotted the dolphins, the tuna
fleets could dispatch speed boats and
chase the dolphins and tuna to exhaustion.
The boats would then encircle the tired

Legislators Joe Eiden. PeTe Stark, and
Barbara Boxer meet dolphin advocates.

Spinner dolphins can become entangled in nets as they s wim over tuna in the Eastern
Tropical Pacific Ocean, which extends from southern California to the coast of Ch ile.

MARINE MAMMALS

A Narrow Escape for Dolphins

T
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dolphins with a giant, mile-long, purseseine net, trapping the tuna below. As the
net was closed and pulled in, the airbreathing dolphins were trapped also,
turning them into casualties of the catch.
In 1990 tuna companies such as H. J.
Heinz Company, which owns StarKist,
the largest tuna canner in the world, capitulated to the uproar. They agreed to stop
selling in U.S. and worldwide markets tuna that had been caught by encircling dolphins in purse-seine nets.
Following the lead of tuna canners and
consumers, the U.S. Congress passed a
series of laws that codified the canners'
voluntary actions and expanded protections for dolphins. The laws make it plain
that no tuna can be imported and sold in
U.S. markets if tuna boats use purse-seine
nets to encircle dolphins. Tuna cans from
complying companies must be stamped

9

in September two hundred Pennsylvania schoolchildren (in cluding 1ho e pictured on
page 9) protested against dolphin -deadly S. 1420 on the US. Capiwl s H·esl /([] rn.
The issue did not go away. Nations with
a stake in the ETP fi shery convened in
Panama in October 1995 to negotiate a
nonbinding international accord to resolve
the problem. Representatives from five
US . animal-protection and environmental
organizations- the Center for Ma1ine Conservation, the National Wildlife Federation, the World Wildlife Fund, Greenpeace,
and the Environmental Defense Fund- and
officials from the US. Department of State
also participated in the negotiations.
The resulting Panama Declaration
called for the lifting of the US. embargo
on dolphin-deadly tuna. Under the Parra-~~ Declaration companies would be per1

mitted to sell tuna in the United States
that had been caught by setting purseseine nets on dolphins. There was one
stipulation: An ionternational observer on
each tuna boat was to document that no
dolphins had been killed in the catch. So
long as there was no "observed mortality"
of dolphins, the catch would be considered "dolphin-safe" and it would be labeled as such in US. markets.
But dolphins still may die from stress
or exhaustion during the chase or from
shock and trauma after release from the
tuna nets. The HSUS, the Sierra Club,
Earth Island Institute, and eighty other
animal-protection and conservation orga10

nizations that had
n x luded from the
negotiations in Panama o posed the Panama Declaration. ailing it an im itation for
tuna boats to resum their deadly practice
of setting nets on dolphins.
To impl ement the Panama Declaration,
the US. Congress \\Uuld haYe to amend
the three U.S . Ia\\. prote ring dolphins:
the Marine Mammal Protectio n Act, the
International Dolphin Conservation Act,
and the Dolphin Prole rion Consumer Information Act.
Sen. Ted Ste\·ens of Alaska and Rep.
Wayne Gilchrest of Ylaryland sought to
push the Panama Declaration through the
Con0ress; with the aid of Reps. Jim Saxton ofNew Jersey and Don Young of Alaska. They sponsored dolphin-deadly bills
that would accomplish the goals of the
Panama Declaration . In response, Sens.
Barbara Boxer of California and Joseph
Biden of Delaware and Rep. George
Miller of California-each of whom had
played a substantial role in securing passage of the miginal dolphin-protection
laws-introduced competing bills that
would amend US . Jaws but retain protection for dolphins. Their competing bills,
among other things, would retain the existing definition of "dolphin-safe."
The Panama Declaration pitted five
environmental groups against more than

eighty other groups and the Clinton admini stration against Democratic leaders
in Congress. Not surprisingly, a bitter
fight ensued.
The HS US and our allied groups successfully impeded the progress of the dolphin-deadly legislation for eleven
months. Eventually Republican leadership in the House of Representatives
forced a vote in that chamber with the
support of the Clinton administration.
Representative Miller, supported strongly
by Rep . Gerry Studds of Massachusetts,
the former chairman of the House Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee,
argued passionately before his House colleagues to protect U.S. sovereignty and
dolphin-protection standards.
Representative Miller lost the battle
but won the war. The House approved the
dolphin-deadly bill, but passage came late
in the session. By the time the bill moved
to the Senate, only a few weeks remained
for action. There, Senators Boxer and
Biden, joined by Sen. Robert Smith of
New Hampshire, were prepared to block
the legislation.
As the congressional session wound to
a close in October 1996, supporters of the
Panama Declaration made desperate attempts to push for a Senate vote on the
dolphin-deadly bill to no avaiL Senator
Boxer threatened a filibuster, and the legislation died.
GATT problems remain, and the dolphin controversy is not resolved. For the
moment US. dolphin-protection laws remain unweakened. President Bill Clinton
wrote to Mexican president Ernesto
Zedillo in October 1996, however, declaring that his administration would work to
see that the bill is reintroduced in the first
month of the new Congress. A new battle
will then begin.- Wayne Pacelle, HSUS
vice president, Government Affairs and
Media
'Under new rules of the World Trade Organization
(WTO), the body charged with enforcing compliance
with GATT, the United States can no longer block
adverse GATT panel rulings. Mexico has threatened
to go to the WTO and push its claim again. If a
GATT panel now rules against the United States, the
United States will have to either change its laws or
pay trade penalties to keep them in place. (See the
Fall 1995 HSUS News .)
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The Olympics' Bumpy Ride
Falls and injuries plague equestrian event

T

he equestrian discipline known as
three-day eventing is arguably the
most physically demanding of all
equine performance sports. De1ived from
the European militaire, a rigorous test of a
cavalry horse's fitness for combat, and
sometimes called combined training, the
modern three-day event strives to maintain the challenging military tradition.
Many people first glimpsed three-day
eventing during television coverage of the
1992 Summer Olympic Games held in
Barcelona. What viewers saw on the second of three days of competition was
horse after horse crashing to the ground at
the jumps and other obstacles of a crosscountry course. Some horses were withdrawn from the competition due to injuries or fatig ue; others gamely pressed
on to the fi ni sh line the second day, but
were judged unable to jump obstacles on

the final day and were therefore eliminated from the competition. To \·ie\\·ers. the
sport seemed incredibly brutal and left the
clear impression that the winning horse
was as likely to be selected through attiition as through athleticism.
Ironically, proponents of three-day
eventing had lobbied for years for broader
television coverage of their sport. and
they seemed genuinely perplexed when
that coverage provoked more outrage than
interest. They should have been thankful:
full disclosme would have been even
more damaging to their cause. The media
didn't report, for example, that since 19 12
ten event horses have died as a direct result of injuries sustained during the
Olympic Games. Horses have suffered
broken legs and broken backs-during the
1968 Summer Games in Mexico City, one
horse was reported to have drowned at a

C S. three-day event competitor "Nirvana " fa lls at jump #13 during the Oly mpic ovsscoun fly test. Her ride1; Jill Henneberg, afterward withdrew from the competition.
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water obstacle. By the time it was televised from Barcelona, three-day e enting
had developed a reputation as the only
Olympic activity in which serious injury
to or death of an athlete was considered
quite possible.
After Barcelona The HSUS began investigating how to ensure that horses were
better protected when the 1996 Swnmer
Games were held on American soil. Several questions arose. Should we negotiate
with governing authorities in an attempt
to achieve sweeping reforms? Could reforms, including changes in the rules and
procedures and modifications to the
cross-country course, effectively minimize the risks to horses? Most important,
would humane reforms be embraced by
the participants and incorporated into all
levels of the sport to produce lasting benefits beyond the Olympic Games?
The HSUS sent investigators to threeday events held throughout the United
States. We also sent observers to the 1995
Pan American Games in Buenos Aires.
We interviewed riders, regulatory officials, and knowledgeable veterinarians.
We enlisted the aid of Eileen Thomas, former executive clirector of the U.S. Combined Training Association, the governing
body of American eventing, to help draft
specific proposals that would dramatically reduce the likelihood that event horses
would suffer serious injury or death during competition.
Our many proposals for reform were
conveyed to the International Olympic
Committee (IOC), and also to the Federation Equestre Internationale (FEI), the
regulatory association governing international three-day events.
One HSUS proposal urged that the
1996 Olympic three-day event be relocated to a cooler, less humid climate or canceled altogether. Because of their massi\·e
bodies, horses are far more susceptible to
heat exhaustion and dehydration than are
human athletes. Their principal cooling
mechanism is profuse sweating, but their
sweat will not evaporate and cool them off
if the air is too humid to absorb moisture.
Officials, however, elected to proceed
with plans to hold the 1996 Olympic
three-day event at the newly constructed
Georgia International Horse Park. They
11

An event horse is cooled by misting fa ns in a station set up by Ofpnpic ~
bat the effects ofAtlanta heat and humidity during the cross-coww-y ompetirion.

s

relied, in part, on new research findings
and techniques to treat dehydration and
heat stress in performance horses.
Although the IOC and FEI acknowledged receipt of our letters, their responses failed to address any of the specific
recommendations we made. The FEI later
announced that it would make some modifications to the Olympic three-day event
because of the high heat and humidity expected in Atlanta. But the FEI made it
clear that future three-day events would
be conducted under the same rules and
conditions that were applied in the past,
which left little doubt that the preservation of the sport's military traditions
would take precedence over horses' lives.
To compensate for the potentially dangerous weather conditions in Atlanta, the
FEI and Olympic officials decided to conduct the second day's competition during
the cooler early mornings . They agreed
with an HSUS recommendation to establish an additional rest and cooling period
prior to the cross-country competition.
They announced that the overall length of
rhe second day's course would be short~n e d from approximately eighteen miles
:0 about fourteen miles. Although The
:-:.::c did not approve of veterinary inter~:::on intended to enable a horse to con:o ompete, the officials decided

that horses who di
o drink adequate
amounts of water during ih
could be rehydrated
Finally, they plann
sponge baths and
horses rapidly on
which could aiiO\\- ho
life-threatening rem rarur s to resume
competition over rh mo- d manding and
dangerous part of the ourse.
We welcomed th potentially benefioul d not predict
cial changes, but w
whether they we re adequate to ensure that
the three-day event ould rake place without endangering horse . After all, the
course had been designed to be physically
and technically difficult for equine competitors to "weed out" lesser horses. It had
many dangerou obstacles-constructed
of massive logs. stone. and other unyielding materiaiS-\\·here a horse could experience a calamitous fal l. We believed that
without fundamental changes in the competition's rules and course design, the
safety of horses would be jeopardized.
Perhaps more importantly, even the
modest changes adopted by the FEI applied only to the 1996 Olympic competition. The HSUS has consistently stated
that sweeping reform s must be enacted at
all levels of competition, because many
horses have been seriously injured or

have died at nontelevised, sparsely attended events.
On July 17 The HSUS held a press
conference in Atlanta to discuss our concerns about three-day eventing and the
Atlanta Olympics. National and international journalists, American and forei gn
television correspondents, and horse industry representatives attended. Patricia
A. Forkan, HSUS executive vice president, outlined our position on three-day
eventing. She challenged Olympic officials to make additional rule and procedural changes and to redesign the crosscountry comse to better protect the equine
athletes. Reporters were shown an HSUS
videotape that documented the significant
risks inherent in the sport. We provided
data that show that three-day eventing is
among the most dangerous of all equine
performance sports, with death and injury
rates several times greater than in horse
racing. (FEI and Olympic officials tacitly
acknowledged the sport's incredible risks.
They announced that as many as eighty
veterinarians would be positioned along
the Atlanta three-day event course to provide care for injured, exhausted, or overheated horses.) Finally, we demanded that
the remainder of the Olympic event be
canceled if any horse suffered serious injury or died during the competition.
Several HSUS staff members and our
consulting equine veterinarian, Larry
Connelly, D.V.M., remained in Atlanta after the press conference to monitor the
cross-country competitions held on July
23 and 25. They positioned themselves at
strategic locations with video recorders to
document any problems that arose.
The most serious incident involved the
horse " Diver Dan," who suffered an apparent hind-leg-joint fracture early in the
cross-country round. Diver Dan, ridden
by Italian competitor Giacomo della
Chiesa, was forced to the finish, sometimes hobbling on three legs. The injury
was painfully obvious to spectators, some
of whom shouted out to the rider that his
horse was lame. Diver Dan 's injury smely
should have compelled the veterinary
staff and course officials to stop the rider
on comse, but they took no action. Even
after the seriousness of the injury was determined at the conclusion of the ride, and
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despite the existence of a videotaped
record of the incident, no fine or penalty
was assessed against the rider.
There were other incidents as well. We
witnessed horse afte r horse crashing into
unsafe and unforgiving obstacles. We saw
acts of brutality--Due rider repeatedly
whipped a frightened horse who had
twice refused to jump an obstacle. The
horse eventually cleared that obstacle but
failed to complete the course. (The rider
was neither stopped by officials, fined,
nor penalized for his behavior.)
The failure-to-finish rates for both the
team and individual competitions in 1996
were generally higher than those of past
Olympics. Approximately one-third of the
ninety-nine horses that started were unable to complete the cross-country course
due to injuries, disqualification for excessive refusals, or voluntary withdrawal
from the course by the riders. Several
horses who managed to finish the cross-

country course were not
mandatory veterinary ins. _
final day of competitio
horses are added to the
percent of the horses fail
the competition.
Following the com l2' Olympic three-day event -.: _
videotaped evidence and
from our veterinarian ,,meet with the local pros
hoping to initiate an invesu·._:o-:-...,...
circumstances surroundin.:: --Diver Dan. We believed -

upo n his arrival in Rome.)
Although the Olympics are over, our
\\·ork to safeguard horses in three-day
e\·enting is not. We are profoundly relieved that no horse died at the 1996 Summer Games, but whether that should be
attributed to the modest reforms instituted
y officials or to sheer luck we will never
' ow. Only weeks after the Olympic . a
horse died competing in a three-day e\·ent
the Burghley Horse Trial in lin~o -hire . England. Clearly \\·e annot rest
·.rntil the probability of injury and death to
· e ompetitors in three-da~· e\·ems is
.:!_ · 1 antly reduced. Many of the men
d women in three-day ewnting look to
- r:e H C to push for long-overdue re:l:. -. These individual s. among them
:-:~. \. t rinarians. and supervi ing offi .:-':>- . will add their voice to ours umil
:::: goal j- a hie\·ed and equine athletes
"-~ .-ro; - ed.- .\farc Paulhu . HSCS di-

rious injury, and that he rnz:
ed Georgia animal crue l~· ~
ing an injured horse to ~
course. By the time we m • -- _
tor more than a week later. 0:-- ~
the rider had returned to I
criminal investigation all b-=
(Diver Dan reportedly r .

; r. Equine Prorecrion

Mail this coupon - '-Vl~~J.ei1ce ro :\Iurdaugh Stu art :\Iadden .
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BY MELISSA SEIDE RL1J1N, ESQ.
SEPTEMB ER I 996 THE HSUS
brought a team of animal -care professionals to a rernore :.fontana
reservation to rake part in an intensive animal-control and humaneeducation program.
The Fort Peck Indian ReserYation is
home to more than ren rho and Sioux
and Assiniboine. Srrer bing over forty
miles wide and eighty mile- long through
far northeastern Montana the reservation
is both desolate and strikingly beautiful.
However, according to tribal members
and law enforcement offi
. economtc
problems have erod d rograms in law
enforcement, communi . · outreach, and
social services.
Every reservation i- a owreign nation
state: only federal law ap li there. State
statutes, which encompas
elty laws in the nired rates. are not
enforceable or valid. .-\5 a result, each
reservation has had to deYelop its own animal-control ordi nance-. humane-treatment laws, differential-Li en-ing fees, and

I

N

impoundment fines.
The Tribal Health Department of Fort
Peck is responsible for animal control yet
has few resources with which to work.
Most owners allow their dogs to run loose
without fear of impoundment, as they
have done for decades. According to
reservation estimates, in July 1996 local
hospitals treated more than fifty dog-bite
wounds. Because rabies is a problem in
Montana, mostly among skunks, many
dog-bite victims were forced to undergo
painful and expensive post-exposure rabies-preventive treatment.
Tribal leaders at Fort Peck decided in
1994 to get their animal-control problems
under controL They announced that they
would enforce tribal laws that require all
dogs to be licensed and either leashed or
confined in a fenced yard. They also considered rounding up stray dogs and shooting them at the local landfilL The Tribal
Health Department contacted HSUS
Northern Rockies Regional Director Dave
Pauli and requested assistance in developing an alternative plan.
Mr. Pauli recruited an animal-rescue

team of twenty-three animal-c
sionals from seven states to spen _
at the Fort Peck Indian Resef\·ari
team consisted of volunteers from .=:
Valley Humane Society in orrh ~.
members of the South Dakota _.
Control Association from
Spearfish, Rapid City, and L<n-_,....,..,..
County; animal-control officers
Billings Animal Shelter and fro m
stone County in Montana; reprecpy.-.,.....,.,""'
from the Sheridan, Wyoming, Poli""e
partment and a volunteer from
Wyoming; and HSUS staff from C - nia, Florida, and Maryland. These "'= cies and individuals donated their
energy, animal-control vehicles.
ment, and travel expenses. Their j
to implement solutions that The V'--'
and tribal health officials devised.
The tribe supplied the animal- team with housing at the local Y:\1 ~ 
meals, and access to tribal vehicle :fi -week-long project; it also allowed the _
of the tribal pow-wow grounds bui ldic.= _
a temporary animal shelter. Tribal!
deputized animal-rescue team mem'

LPFORTPECK
authorizing them to enforce animal-control ordinances.
The team began work in Poplar, home
to the tribe's headquarters and one of the
principal towns of the reservation. HSUS
staff, using years of experience gained
from working in di sasters, transformed
the pow-wow grounds building- a huge,
open structure with a metal roof- into a
makeshift facility to house rescued animals. The team improvised, using airline
crates, tie outs, and a horse trailer, and before long it had created an animal shelter
capable of housing more than 150 animals. When the temperature dropped unexpectedly and the winds turned brutal,
hay bales were stacked into windbreaks to
protect the animals.
Once the shelter was set up, volunteers
formed three groups to make maximum
use of all team members ' skills and
knowledge. The first group assessed the
dogs ' health, evaluated all dogs coming
into the shelter, and provided follow-up
veterinary treatment. The second group,
responsible for the dogs in the shelter,
walked, fed, and watered all the dogs and

carefully observed those
problems. The third grou
group, which went into the o mt:..airy ro
capture stray dogs and edu -~ · ~ =i n
on humane care for their pe -.
The team spent three ~-, ·,... Po Jar.
then moved twenty-one mil : :o Wolf
Point, a Montana city on tb
that has its own animal she!
work. Through the week the
ed more than one hundred

problems ranged from mange ro
symptoms of parvovirus an
, · · !!l'-".
Many were malnourished.
most of the dogs were well oci:wz~
A few owners readily surreni.. .
dogs rather than comply wi
Some of the dogs thus s
peared to have been neglecr
But there were also r·~~- -.....;'
owners who brought their <Ull.U...::.'-"'
vaccination and licensing. The:
fered the team members mu · ,_....,~...;"

ed encouragement. The rescue team
seemed to be the talk of the reservation,
and members were often stopped by residents frustrated by dogs running at large.
Countless times residents pointed out for
capture the neighborhood dogs who terrorized other animals and children. Gary
James Melbourne, an organizer of the
project and director of the T1ibal Health
Department, was particularly gracious.
"We really appreciate the effo1is of The
Humane Society of the United States to
b1i ng this team of professionals to our
aid," he said.
More than five hundred animals were
handled during the week at F01t Peck.

F'rom left: Dave Pauli coordinates efforts of the Fort Peck team by tele-

phone; Melissa Seide Rubin, Esq.,
sets up shelter cages; Fort Peck residents receive dog leashes and animal-care tips from The HSt:S's Ge
offrey Simmons and Mr. Pauli; a re
cued dog in Poplar gets a lift to th
shelter; North Dakota's Caleen Lru
son tends a stray.

More than three hundred owned dogs and
cats were vaccinated and/or licensed, and
more than 150 stray dogs were taken off
the streets. Of the strays, 28 percent were
reunited with their owners; 64 percent
were screened for adoption and transferred to participating agencies; and 8
percent were deemed unadoptable for
medical reasons and euthanatized.
Several dogs removed from the reservation found new homes- and lives-with
team members. One rottweiler only a few
years old showed signs of having had several litters. Her hard life was manifest in
her malformed legs, malnourished body.
and fearful reaction to anyone who ap-

From kft: Ms. Seide Rubin and Ken·
neth Hull tackle paperwork at the
shelter; a chained wolf hybrid was
one of few conf'med dogs in Poplar;
Mr. Simmons, Ms. Seide Rubin,
South Dakota's Suzi Hansen, The
HSUS's Laura Bevan, and Mr. Pauli
are tired but happy team members;
South Dakota's Terri Grunendike
awaits vaccination candidates.

roached her. She was adopted and taken
back to Rapid City, South Dakota, for rehabilitation.
An important goal of the Fort Peck
roject was to educate the tribal leaders
on humane animal control and the residents on the humane care of their pets.
The team's humane-education specialists
had offered to make presentations in local
schools but had received no reply from
school officials. Instead, the rescue team
handed out leashes and collars to children
in the neighborhoods and explained the
responsibilities involved in owning a pet.
Even those few moments of conversation might have made a difference. While
driving past a field, the team noticed a
young boy running through the tall grass
with his dog. Suddenly they saw that the
two were connected by a purple leashone the child had received from the team
that morning. Mr. Melbourne claimed,
"We can already notice a difference. People are getting the message that they must
be responsible for their animals." Kenneth
Hull, a tribal sanitarian, stated, 'The
HSUS rescue team definitely is having a

positive impact on tribal neighborhoods."
The animal-rescue team \\·anted to provide some long-range solutions to the
reservation's problems as well as to deal
with the immediate crisis. More than 180
spay/neuter certificates from the :vlootana
Animal Control Association (\1ACA)
were issued to reservation residents. The
certificates, worth twenty-five dollars toward spay or neuter surgery and fun ded
by The HSUS and MACA, were given to
any pet owners who made a commitment
to have their animals sterilized. The team
actively sought out those owners whose
animals were obvious contributors to the
reservation 's problem with pet overpopulation. The sight of a dog or cat on a porch
brought team members to residents ' doors
with certificates ready. Although to date
only a few certificates have been redeemed, the closest veterinary clinic is
more than seventy miles away from
Poplar, and it may take more time for the
program's benefits to be realized.
The barriers to controlling the reservation's animal population are formidable .
With only one animal shelter and without

a small-animal veterinarian on the reservation, problems for pets and humans
alike are compolmded. While the C.S.
Bureau of Indian Affairs ' Indian Health
Services provides annual free ra bies-Ya cination clinics, few other resources are
available for the reservation 's pet owners.
Some of the basic concepts of pet ownership-the importance of spaying or neutering, basic feeding requirements. and
the need for vaccinations and grooming- are unfamiliar to many reservation
residents. Continuing education is a must.
The Fort Peck Tribal Council plans to
build a new animal shelter in Poplar,
rewrite its current animal-control ordinances, and improve local veterinary services. Although outside assistance is important, the tribe has taken the first steps
to solve its own companion-animal problems. The strong relationship between
The HSUS and the Fort Peck tribal authorities that developed during this project will surely help along the way.
•
Melissa Seide Rubin, Esq., is HSUS director, Field Services.
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PITTING
ANIMALS
AGAINST
ANIMALS
ICTURE A HOT SD l\IER NIGHT

LAW ENFORCE-

in a poor inner-city neighborhood. People make their way

MENT 0 FFI CIALS

home along littered sidewalks, past decrepit newsstands and barricad-

AND ANIMAL

ed windows of "Mom and Pop·· markets. The
familiar cacophony of the streets is punctuated

PROTECTION-

by loud bursts of bass from the radio of a
parked car, where a group of about twenty

ISTS SEEK

youths has gathered. No dogs are permitted in
this urban housing project, but barking almost

TO Q DELL

drowns out what sounds like loud boasting. A
pit bull is being held on a chain by one mem-

ILLEGAL COCK-

ber of the group, while another young man
emerges from the car with his own pit bull.

FIGHTING AL
\'"D

The group follows the two dog handlers to a
grassy area nearby. From inside a van, a police

DOGFIGHTIXG

officer, an animal-control officer, and a humane investigator observe what appear to be

BY ERIC SAK\CH

exchanges of money. The two dogs strain on

KENJOllliSO~

_-\_,1)
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their leashes as their .,_ -'' crs ring rhem
closer. Finally the dog: 2..~ ,· ow d ro fight
in what is referred -o .....: , _ on-the-chain
roil. A crowd of s
ws aro und
the match as the war
radio for
backup. Passersby h!.!I7:X.:_. ·~, - the area.
As several police un.:"' :xJ::J\ erge on the
~s into the
scene, the crowd qui -'--_. -'·,
surrounding apartm ;::; ...:.u.' ho ing project grounds. The rwo -= 5 -..._, d.lers disappear with their dog-.

THE INCREASE
IN ILLEGAL
ANIMAL FIGHTlNG IS NOT IX

THEREASOXS
FOR THE INCREASE ARE
COMPLEX.

only gate is guard
radio and poli ce an:::e-. The undercover
agent gets a search '' , - :.. and a team of
officers quickly u · _ .:: e sentry and
raids the fight. Inside e ~red bam, the
team finds nearly fi,--._ " I in possession of hundreds oU :-s. three cockfighting arenas equi ~
' i th bleachers,
and a dozen fighting oc_-, still aliYe.
After more than a y - oi work \\·ith an informant, an HSC in- _ ·gator j oins a
raiding team consi rin.=o o - Oregon state
troopers, sheriff " d
· :. and agents
from the U.S. De arun~ of Agriculture
(USDA). The team ·... -- n - on a large
cockfighting "derby·· in rogress in rural
Oregon. The derby·- armed guard is arrested quickly by und r OY r troopers before
he can alert the organize and attendees.
The troopers appreh nd more than 340
people in and around a large bam equipped
with theater seating. con ··ion stands, an
announcer's box. and three cockfighting
arenas. Many of rhe
kfighters had traveled across state line ro participate in the
event and were gi,·en away by the out-ofstate tags on their cars and trucks. Investigators find more than one thousand live
1
Arizona activists ha,- begun initiatiw efforts and
plan to present an initiariw in 199 to ban cockfighting.
' Whi le Missouri 's cockfighting law has been held to
be unconstitutional, state officials warn that cockfighting violates Missouri's general animal-cm elty
stah1tes. Activists in Mi ssouri are still pushing for a
change in law to make it specifically ill egal.
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gamefowl being kept on tie cords, in pens
and carrying cases, and in cockhouses near
the arenas. Some birds are suffering from
severe injuries. Investigators find heaps of
dead and dying gamefowl near the pit site
and in trash bags scattered around the barn.
By the end of the raid, the collection of
seized evidence includes dozens of boxes
containing illegal cockfighting implements, drugs and drug paraphernalia,
weapons, and approximately $90,000 in
cash. In the months that follow, most of the
defendants plead guilty or are found guilty
in criminal trials. They receive fines ranging from several hundred dollars to more
than a thousand dollars, but no jail time.
Many of those from other states fail to appear for their court dates. There is overwhelming evidence that birds were transported across state lines for the purpose of
fighting, a federal offense under the Animal Welfare Act (AWA) carrying penalties
of up to $5,000 and the possibility of imprisonment for the promoters and all those
present. The USDA and federal prosecutors, however, do not prosecute a single
case under the AWA. Because of the massive amount of evidence showing involvement in a continuing criminal enterprise,
the Oregon Department of Justice brings a
racketeering lawsuit against the property
owner, seeking a $250,000 fine for violations of Oregon 's Racketeer Influenced and
Corrupt Organizations Act. The case is settled out of court and the property owner
pays a fine of $62,500.
After working with an informant for several months, HSUS investigators and
deputies of a county sheriff's department
prepare to raid a dogfight in a rural area of
southeast Florida. Fifty deputies, two helicopter crews, half a dozen HSUS staff advisors, and a veterinarian assemble, while
members of the sheriff's special response
team make their way through a heavily
wooded swamp and take up positions close
to the suspected pit site. As night falls, the
special response team silently watches as
people arrive in caravans and pay their admission fees. Just as the fight is about to
begin, a small aircraft flies overhead. Fearing they're being monitored, fight organizers cut the lights and wait for an hour before starting the first fight of the night. As
soon as it begins, the special response team
notifies the assembled deputies. Within
minutes, officers encircle the site and
round up fleeing spectators, with the help
of helicopter floodlights. Once the area is
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secured, officers begin handling the thirty
seized dogs, cataloging evidence, and processing the nearly one hundred suspects. It
will be sunrise before the last of the team
leaves the site.
On a chilly morning in early spring, sheriff's deputies, humane investigators, and
animal-control officers from eight agencies
are briefed on dogfighting activities before
executing search warrants at five San Francisco Bay area locations. From a remote
breeding and training establishment and an
East Oakland location, officials seize
forty-four pit bulls along with stacks of underground dogfighting publications and
dogfighting paraphernalia. Many of the
dogs bear scars from fights and some have
fresh wounds. Some dogs are in such poor
physical condition that they must be
euthanatized. Bay area prosecutors indict
three men for felonies; one had helped organize the West Coast Convention, a regional championship dogfight held the
previous year in a San Francisco warehouse. San Francisco Animal Care and
Control agents had raided the West Coast
Convention. They arrested seventy-five
people, some from other states, and confiscated more than $50,000 in cash, dogfighting paraphernalia, and evidence connecting the organizers to regional dogfighting
events held all across the country.
Accounts such as these are not at all uncommon. Indications are that there has
been a sharp rise in illegal cockfighting
and dogfighting across the country and the
world. In the spring of 1996, millions of
viewers of the syndicated television show
Hard Copy were shocked by a two-part expose about dogfighting and the theft of pets
to be used as bait by those involved in this
contemptible activity. The syndicated show
inside Edition followed with its own indepth report on the subject. Staff of the
HSUS West Coast and Southeast regional
offices worked closely with the producers
of both shows. Their brutally accurate repmting left little to the viewer 's imagination . Viewers of both shows continue to
call The HSUS to voice their outrage over
the cruelty involved and their disgust that
these bloody contests continue to occur.
Some even called to report information
about fights.
The increase in illegal animal fighting
is not in dispute, and the reasons for the increase are complex. It is not the lack of
strong laws- The HSUS has led a decadesHSUS NEWS • Winter 1997

long battle for better la\\·s with stiffer
penalties. As a result, dogfighting is illegal
now in every state and a felony rime in
forty-three of them. (Only sewn state had
felony provisions by 1981. ) Co kfighting
is now specifically outlawed in forty-five
states, seventeen of which nm\· carry felony
penalties. (Cockfighting is still legal in
Arizona, 1 Louisiana, Missouri.: "\"e\\. "\1exico, and Oklahoma.) The HS -s also helped
pass the AWA's Animal Fighting Ventures
Prohibition, enacted in 1976.
Yet underground publications deYoted
to illegal bloodsports are fl ouri hing- and
making their way through the G.S. mail
and other carrier services, in Yiolarion of
the AWA. Too few judicial officials understand the serious nature of these crimes,
and the penalties called for under existing
laws aren 't strong enough. Many Ja,\· enforcement officials are uneducated about
illegal animal fighting, or they are unwi lling to conduct such investigations .
Even though most states prohibit cockfighting and dogfighting, mere illegality is
not a sufficient deterrent. In some states
the maximum penalties are absurdly low.
In Alabama, for example, the maxinmm
penalty for violating the cockf ighting
statute is a $50 fine. Such small penalties
discourage local law enforcement agencies
from conunitting the resources necessary
for an investigation. In some jurisdictions
across the country, courts have levied very
low fine s because judges were apathetic. In
Miami , Florida, a panel of judges is even
considering dropping charges against all
spectators apprehended at cockfights despite a state law that specifically outlaws
being present during an animal fight.
The HSUS argued against charging the
USDA with enforcement of the AWA's Animal Fighting Ventures Prohib iti on because of fears that have since been realized.
Over the years HSUS investigators have
provided useful information about animal
fights and invited the active invo lvement of
USDA agents in successful busts. Yet prosecution is virtually nonexistent because the
USDA rarely pushes for it. As a result, animal-fight promoters regularly use mail and
telephone service for interstate publicity
and often transport animals across state
lines for the purpose of fighting, both violations of the AWA.
Although staged fights between animals are popular to varying degrees in different parts of the world, no one ethnic
group, culture, or socioeconomic class is
responsible for that popularity. Cockfight-

ing and dogfighting exist largely because
illegal gambling is involved and the sum
of money wagered can be phenomenal. But
many forms of gambling exist that do not
involve the pw-poseful maiming and killing
of animals. The fact that suppo edly ci\ ilized people are fa scinated by \\·atching animals killing each other is a condemnation
of any society- "civilized" or not. In many
cases, children are exposed to and encouraged to participate in such acti\·ities by
their parents or peers-especially disturbing given what is now acknowledged about
the connections between cruelty to animal
and violence directed at people (see the
Fall 1996 HSUS News).
The HSUS is conunitted to increasing
training for law enforcement agencies.
prosecutors, and judges. We offer cett ified
courses in animal-fighting investigation.
(The next certificate course will be held at
Animal Care Expo ' 97 in Orlando, Florida,
in February-see back cover.) A new animal-fighting investigation manual has
been developed for use by law enforcement
personnel, local hwnane societies, and animal-control agencies. The HSUS is establishing several regional animal-fighting
task forces consisting of federal, state, and
local law enforcement and animal-protection agencies that want to end animalfighting contests. We are working also toward the enactment of new state and federal laws to make penalties tougher for those
involved in animal fighting, investigations
and prosecutions less burdensome for law
enforcement officials, and prohibitions on
animal fighting stronger.
The nineteenth-century German poet
and novelist Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
wrote, "The character of a man is shown in
nothing more clearly than in what he thinks
laughable." The character of a society
shows in its entertainments as well. The
continued existence and increasing popularity of archaic and brutal animal-fi ghting
activities is a disquieting reminder that. not
so long ago, crowds flocked to coliseums
to cheer sanctioned bloodsports. \\rule it
may be too much to expect that we can
completely eradicate animal fighting anytime soon, The HSUS is convinced that we
can reverse the trend through rene\\·ed efforts on educational, legislative. and legal
investigative fronts.
•

Eric Sakach is direct01; The HSUS 's West
Coast Regional Office.
Ken Johnson is program coordinator,
The HSUS 's South east Regional Office.
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OHSIKENYA

MAASAI'S
DILEMMA
s a little boy, I heard the Maasai _ this ~gly discovery, it became clear to me
elders say this prayer (below) that this act could not have been comm it.
before the beginning ·of any 'ted by my peopie, who have alwa_ taught
formal gathering. I often saw me not to take the life -of an animal unless
my mother squeeze milk from it was absolutely necessary.
each of our cow's four teats and then throw
I was later told that, a week before the
it in tne air--first to the east, then to tlie incident, a .convoy of trucks carryi ng prowest--while uttering similar words.
- fessional Western -hunters and at least one
hundred nati,-e skinI had never underners_had been seen
stood, or appreciated,
Father-Mother Earth,
driving b our village.
the custodial attitude
we pray thee at sunrise and sunset,
of my people toward
It was obvious th at
that you may not abandon your
nature
until
the
they were responsible
sacred
duty ofsustaining our lives.
for the death of our
morning of May 24,
The water that quenches our thirst,
.elephants.
1973. While herding
the air that we breathe, the trees
my -father's cows in
When I returned
that provide shade, and the
to the scene, I found ·
Maasailand, twenty
animals that give us company,
miles north of _Maa- ·
myself bewildered by
all make life real and
sai Mara Game Re- ·
the size of one fallen
creation complete.
serve . in Kenya, I
giant who had been
Wt? the children ofthe Earth
stumbled' upon a
well kn own for the
pray for wisdom,
ghastly and most unlength of hi s ivories
that we may in turn be good
pleasant:scene. Twenand hi s dwarfing
custodians ofthese precious gifts
ty-one elephants lay
height. In only three
to us and our unborn generations.
dead in different posweeks , thi s hiU of
For if we fail to safeguard these
tures within twenty~
.flesh would degenerresources, man s moral standing
to one hundred yards
ate into a bl ack sea
as the most intelligent animal
of each ·other on the
of live maggots. As
will be questionable.
weeks went by, we
edge .of a watering
Furthermore, if we fail nature,
discovered m·ore elehole.
we shall have failed ourselves
Even though we
J:lhant, li on, African
and the generations that
· had encounters with
·buffalq, cheetah, rhiwill come after us.
live elephants every
noceros, l eopar~ and
And judgment will be
so often,. I had never
eTand ca rcass es--as
very harsh on us.
seen a dead elephant
well' as evidence of
before. An encounter ·
the indi scrin1inate
mass killing of le ss
vyith a dead elephant,
according to Maasai beliefs, is an omen "prestigious" species like impala and zethat necessitate.s cleansing to restore one's bra. Our grazing lands were tumed into .
purity. I could not help wondering if there stinking graveyards, and ca ttle herding
would ever be' ~riough honey, water, ·and became almost impossible. Vultures and
olive tree leaves to cleanse a hoy who had other scav~ ngers feasted day in, pay out
discovered not one, but twenty-one dead on the hundreds of rotting carcasses. It
elephants! - '
·
was as though a cw-se had befallen owFor a moment, I felt paralyzed. · As I land. It was indeed depressing.
staggered toward my village to report on
Let me give a brief histmical overview

A

_
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gregate near a water
hole in Kenya's Tsavo
National Park. Inset:
Wildlife and "sun"
safaris are integral
to Kenya's tourism
industry, which generates $400 million
annually.
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_:-hunting in East Africa as an economic
.:-::tture and recreational activity for West-·
em hunters to help explain the environental, economic, social, and political
::n lications of hunting for the environem and for local communities. ·
This hunting in East Africa dates to the
iourteen.th century, though it was then
mainly concentrated along the coast. As
rai lway lines' cut into the mainland in the
late nineteenth century, hunters, then colloquially known as "ivory-seekers," venrnred into Kenya and Tanzania. By the
1900s Britain, an established colonizer,
had successfully marketed East Africa to
Europeans and Americans as an ideal
bunting destination with abundant wildlife, · abounding particularly in the ·"Big
Five"-elepha:nt, rhino, African buffalo,
lion, an.fl leopard. In 1909 President
Theodore Roosevelt's hunting party spent
a night in Maasai Mara. But by 1930 the
British colonial government wa~ expressing concern about the negative impaot of
hunting on the environment and wildlife
populations. Elephant- and rhino populations had been destabilized as a result of
uncontrolled, but selective, killings: the
largest, strongest, healthiest animals were
. always the hunters' targets.
·
ln · 1933 the British government organized a conference in London to discuss
the fate and future of East Afiica's flora
and fauna _and to suggest specific actions
to respond to the existing problems related
to hunting. Amoug the most viable were
the suggestions to crea~_ protected wildlife
areas and to regulate hunting. A few years
later, many national parks and game reserves-were created in the British colonies.
The creation of protected areas for wildlife
since then has become a continuous·
process in East Afiica. (Areas under conservation in Kenya and Tanzania currently
constitUte 10 percent and 12 percent of the
totalland surface, respectively.)
Hunting was allowed to continue in tqe
colonies with the understanding that ·
hunters would observe new hunting rules,
including a total ban on hun-ting in the
newly created pm;_ks and reserves and
strict adherence· to a newly introduced
quota system. Through the quota system;
the colonial governments hoped that a
limited number of animals would be harvested annually without jeopardizing ·the
recovery of species most affected.
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Many Maasai children· in areas most affected by hunting have never seen
species of animals once common in their homelands.

The governments' efforts came to species or another and, without books or
ndught, since almost all the new regula- tel~vislon sets, the children have to rely on
tions were continually violated by the oral descriptions of those species now exhunters. Ayailable -information indicates tinct in their homelands. To this very da .
that hunting expeditions killed · far more they seek. a convincing explanation as to
animals than legally authorized. For ex- who was responsible for the extiilction of
ample, in 1946 an expedition that spent rhinos and cheetahs in Maasailand. Simone mol).th. in Kenya killed 426 rhinos, plistic ans)Vers are available, since fin gers
600 elephants, and countless other · can always be pointed at the white hunters
species-'-surpassing the granted limits by and the corrupt governments.
The irresponsibility of hunting expediover 400 rhinos and 550 elephants! Rampant malpractice, including both corru,p- tions led to many uncontrolled fires.
tion in aJld the misrel?resentation of fact Campfires and discarded cigarettes can
by the concerned sectors of the govern- ignite the brush an<tthe resulting fires can
ments, weak and uncoordinated law- and burn wildly. The 'fires, in some cases,
policy-enforcement mechanisms, anq the caused serious vegeta_tioil. destruction.
destructive and unethical behavior of the This ~ed to vegetation succession, which
hunters themselves transformed hunting caused the growth of undesirable . plant
into a very unsustainable and highly de- species. This growth reduced the land
available to the -locaJ communities fo r
structive practice.
·
'
By 1977 n9 rhinos and only a few ele- livestock grazing.
To avert a looming ecological disaster.
phants OCCasionally visited OUF area, and
these had become· very hostile and dan- ' Kenya completely outlawed hunting in
. gerous. The buffalo population was re- 1977, and Tanzania created hunting "conduced to a -handful, and the c)leetahs were cession areas'? in-an effmt to allow popugone forever. The eland and leopard pop- lations of affected species to rec ~\ ·er in
ulations still have not recovered, and other, protected, areas. Although bunting
many more less appreciated ·species re- in Tanzania is ·still allowed within the confines of concession areas, both Kenya and·
main adversely affected.
Maasai children in the areas most af- Tanzahi(l have opted largely for wildlife
fected by hunting lost the opportunity to 1:ourism as a more sustainable use of
grow up in a wi ldlife-rich' environn1ent. wildlife. Regrettably though. the enormity
Many of them have never se~n one native of the impact of bunting on the environ25 '

ment and wildlife in East Africa is still
ve~y much evident, a living testimony to
how irresponsible hum(Jn actions can
cause irreparable damage to natural
ecosystems.
· Hunting in Tanzania, although small-scale, is riddled with corruption and mismanagement, and has ~een responsible
for num~rous ugly · incidents, including
the kilJing otanimals outside the borders
of conce~sion areas. Thus hunting in Tanzania still poses a threat to the future of
East Africa's· wildlife and to the environ'ment in generaL
On several occasions and as the Tan·
zanian government has claini.ed a need to

AN ADVOCATE
FOR THE MAASAI
he Maasai Environmental Resource Coalition (MERC) is an
advocate for the protection of the
Maasai peoples' traditional lands,
through conservation and the nonconsumptive, sustainable use of wildlife.
As the only organization that provides
a forum for the Maasai people of
Kenya and Tanzania, MERC envisions
an East Africa where wildlife will be
able to prosper side by side with the
people, as it has for millennia. MERC
was founded and is run by Maasai people at a grassroots leveL
MERC feels the need tQ reach out
to the global community to articulate
its concerns about wildlife conservation and the unique Maasai culturethe only culture in East Africa that
does not permit conswnptive use of
wildlife. MERC seeks to collaborate
with and compliment conservation efforts of other nongovernmental organizations that share similar views.
MERC brings a unique message that
promotes wildlife conservation by
combining conventional conservation
and traditional practices. The good
news is that Maasailand (in Kenya
and Tanzania) is one of the most
promising wildlife refuges today.
You can reach MERC at 3532 Whitehaven Pkwy., NW, Washington, DC
20007 (http ://www.lcp2/merc).
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and waterhole in
Kenya. Inset: Theodore Roosevelt brings
down an elephant in
Africa in 1909; the
president's hunting
party spent a night in
Maasai Mara .

expand concession areas. the Maasai people (whose !at-ids ho t - percent of the
natiomil parks and game reserves in
Kenya and Tarizania) haYe been forcefully
removed froth their grazing lands wit~out
any form of compensation.
In the past four years alone, twelve
Maasai villages have been set ablaze and
the people· subsequent! evicted by the
Tanzanian authorities. who have rendered
the Maasai homeless in a bid to safeguard
the interests of wealth Western and Arab
tropny hunters. Nowhere else in Africa
has a commercial undertaking had as
much adverse effect on the local people as
hunting has had on the Maasai people in
the Loliimdo and 1 gorongoro hunting
corridors in Tanzania. At the All Maasai
Conference -'in Arusha, Tanzania; in
March 1994, Tepilit Ole Saitoti, a
Ngorongoro Maasai and renowned writer,
said, "Whereas apartheid in South Africa

'
was deplorable in the strongest
terms possible, human-rights violations against the
Maasai in Tanzania by the government
.
"'"' much worse."
and
hunters are by far
Under such circumstanc~s it is only
natural that the Maasai should ·look at
hunting as nothing -but a corrupt scheme
that perpetrates human-tights violations_
and enviromnentalinjustices. The hunting ·
promoters and the hunters themselves are
insensitive to the plight of the people just
as they are to the plight of the wildlife and
the environment.
Hunting is an irrunoral act that contravenes all the traditional beliefs of the
Maasai people. Hunting 'is the way of
those whose economic interests outweigh
their moral responsibilities as custodians
of the ·world 's natural resources for file
coming generations. It is, therefore, time
that we all stop looking at hunting only as
an environmentally insensitive practice
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and .see it alsQ as a violation of
human rights. As OQe Maasai elder once told me, "If the hunters
can have the moral courage to
mass-slaughter defenseless animals, including lactating females, then ' human rights' to them means
nothing more than a political .slogan."
Local Maasai people have not benefited froll) huntirig revenues; instead hunters
continue to · claim more of the Maasai
grazing lands to expand their opera~ions.
Claims by hunting proponents that trophy
-- hunting provides benefits to the, local
communities cannot be true- hunting perpetuates the so<2ial and political inequalities that guarantee no local community
will benefit. ·When governm~nts have not
established democracy in, or even awarde,d recognition to, local communities; they
cannot be expected to share or distribute
any hunting revenues fairly.
H_S,U S NEWS .• Winter 1997

after the nunting ban took effe t. By
1989, however, poaching had been reduced considerably. (Unfortunately. in xpectation that the global ban on trade in
ivory will be lifted. at the CITES conference in June 1997, poaching i once again
becoming ·widespread.) Kenya now earns
an. estimated $400 million annually from
tourism, greater revenue than that from
h~nting and revenue that is far more su tainable.
A bill to overturn the current ban on
hunting was to be introduced in Kenya ·s
Parlia~ent in the imtuiYlfl of 1996. Kenya
Wildlife Services (KWS) director Dm·id
Westep1 has disclosed that the government is ready to implement hunting as
soon as the legislation is passed. The majmity of local communities a're completely unaware. of this bill, yet recent statements attributed to Mr. Western suggest
that he is speaking with a mandate from
·
local communities.
The international community has many' times been fooled
by such "representatives" of local communities. Hunting in •
Kenya does' not have the blessing of the loyal ·commuriities,
particularly the rvfaasai communities, whose lands, ac, cording to KWS, will constitute 1
at least 7Q percent of the pro- ·
posed hunting · ·grounds in j
Kenya.
1
~
The move to reintroduce
~ hunting in Kenya will lead to
~ environmental , social, and polit~ ical problems similar to those
~ suffered by th<; Tanzanian Maa'
sai, aRd it will by no means ben- _
efit the Kenyan Maasai. The elimination 6f
wildlife through hunting from our remaihing communal lands will give the government a legitimate /eason to further appro'priate Maasai grazing lands under the pretext of using "idle" land to grow food for
the ever-grbwing urban populations.
All Maasai ·agree : Hunting is not our
idea and it must not be forced on us because it does not serve our long-tem1 social, cultural, political,· and economic interests. Hunting to us is si mply a foreign
and unacceptable practice.- Meitamei Ole
Dapash, coordinat01; international rela. tions, Maasai Environmental R esource·
Coalition. (See sidebar on opposite page.)

I

The Maasai now_ construe hunting as 1
legali.zed form of -poaching and perhaps
worse...:....an execution-style· killing or innocent anim~ls by a w--ealthy class of West- .
emeis. As we know it, hlinting is a complex
business mainly controlled, either directly or indirectly, by politically privileged
citizens in collaboratiop.. -with hunters
and/or international corporations.
Over the years Kenya has maintained
its ban on hunting arid has managed to become the continent's leader in wildlife and
"sun" safaris. This has led to the rapid
growth ·of the country's tourism industry;
now its leading foreign:exchange earner,
even though poaching hit _the country hard
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Most green iguanas
imported to the United
States come through
El Salvador and· are
captured in the wild.
Veterinarians who specialize in reptile care
report an increasing
number of green
iguana patients.

.

IGUANAS'
'SAD STATE
.

.

.

undreds of thousands of green'
iguanas (Iguana iguana) ·are
brought from Central ' and
South America to the United
States each year to be sold' as
:\otic pets. Tlie problem is that . green
iwanas are unsuitable and unhealthful as
~mpanion aninials, and the iguana trade
LS both cruel to individual reptiles ·and
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harmful to wild iguana populations.
Although a minor fad pet a decade
ago, ·since 1988 the green iguana has become a. bonanza for rh pet industry. It alsq has blossomed into the throw-away pet
of the decade (see the Fall · 1995 !!SUS
News) . The United State has become the
single largest market in th~ world for pet
green iguanas. According to U. S. Fish and

Wildlife ·service data, · approximately i
717,020 livegreen iguanas were imported ~
info the Uni'ted States for the pet trade in .
1993 (the most recent year for which
complete information is available). This
represents a five-fold increase since 1989, ·
when 140,338 were ·imported. Internationally, a whopping 1,01 0,144 li e green
iguanas were tradefl in 1993, a six-fold increase since 1989, when 153 ,020 were
traded.
· Sadly, most green iguanas do not survive long in captivity. Like all wild animals, they have very specialized nutrition~
al and habitat requirements that cannot be
mt;t easily by an average pet owner. These
needs change as they grow older: young
green iguanas are ground-dwellerS and eat
insects primarily, but adults are ·treedwellers and eat plants primarily.
Most green iguanas spld in the ,United
States are youngsters about eight inches
long with a price tag of from eight to fif7
teen· dollars. ·under ideal conditions captive green iguanas may live to be M'elve
or more years old and can grow to over
seven feet in length. They' require -plenty
HSOS NEWS • Winter 1997
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of vertical and horizontal space, . wann
_ and cool areas in which to rest so they can
regulate their body temperatures, ultraviolet lighting, fresh multivegetable salads,
and supplements of vitamins and calcium.
Many green-iguana buyers seem to
want the "carefree pets" promoted by the
pet industry. They ar~ usually unwilling to
spend . the hundreds of dollars required to
provide tfieir green iguanas with the proper
environment and food . Such owners may
be unwilling to take their iguanas to veterinarians when necessary. Since the signs Of
suffering and illness are more difficult to
detect in reptiles than in more famifiar
companion animals, many owners don't ·
even recognize that theii; iguanas are sick.
Pet green iguanas commonly suffer
from ·a variety of illnesses or conditions
that are caused by poor care and neglect.
Cripp.ling metabolic bone disease is
caused by deficiepcies in ultravio~et light,
temperature regulation , vitamin D, and
calcium. Fatal kidney disease is caused by
oversupplementation' of vitamin D, calciwn, or protein. Tail injuries are very common since iguanas use· their tails defensively as whips and are often handled- incorrectly- by their tails. Abscesses can
form after injuries and become infected.
Female iguanas who are ill or .kept in an
inappropriate environment will retain
eggs in their bodies, causing them to stop
eating and die. Because green iguanas are
cold-bfooded, death arrives slowly: ne- ·
glect,e d and dying green iguanas are routinely dumped at animal shelters across
the nation . or are turned loose under the
delusion that they will survive in a northern climate.
·.The ultimate proof of the low survival
rate of juvenile green iguanas from U.S.
pet stores is the lack of pet owners who
can boast of having a seven-foot-long
adutt in their homes. Most juveniles die
long be.fore they present their owners with
the problems associated .with king-sized
adulthood.
·
Few pet owners know that greeq igminas can present risks to human , health.
They · are capable of biting with sharp
teeth, and they can use their tails very effectively to · defend themselves when
threatened. But more ominously, in the
past few years · two newborn human infants have died and a woman suffered a
miscarriage because of salmonella poiHSUS NEWS .• Winter 199,7
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soning contracted tlu·ough exposure to pet
green iguanas. Salmonella bacteria can
cause . serious illness, including severe
gastrointestinal cramping, diarrhea, and
fever. Complications of salmonella poisoping can ihcl~de septicemia. or blood
poisoning, and meningitis. Testing for salmonella in reptiles i ~ unreliable: the bacter-ia is difficult _fo detect .in and impossible to · eradicate from repti les. The U. S.
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in May 1995 wan1ed children,
pregnant women, individuals with c~m
promised immune systems, and the elderly to avoid coming in contact with pet reptiles. The CDC aiso warned that all people, must follow a strict hygiene regimen
around reptiles: Always wash hands after
touching ·a. reptile and never bathe a reptile in a kitchen sink or a:llow a reptile to
walk on counters· or tables where food is
prepared, di splayed, or-eaten .
Wild green iguana populations
throughout Central and South Ametica already have been severely reduced by loss
of habitat and nunting-iguana meat and
eggs are widely consumed in all countries
in the species' range: Green iguanas are
considered endangered species in a number of countries, including Mexico, Panama, and Costa Rica. A shocking 95 percent have disappeared in Mexico, their
numbers have been drastically reduced in
El Salvador, and only remnant popula-

IGUANAS: SOCIAL,
YET VULNERABLE

W

ild green iguanas are found
in tropical and subtropical
forests from southern Mexi co to Brazil: They are arboreal herbi vores with a highly complex social
structure and a defined annual reproductive cycle. Males, who are usually
larger than females, establi b t rritories that attract females. Female usually lay one clutch of about thiny-fi,·e
eggs each year. The eggs are buried in
underground nests with elaborat runnel s; a green iguana will rerum to the
same nest year after year. .-\fter about
ninety days, fro m 40 to 50 p r em of
the eggs hatch. Only 2 to - percent of
hatchlings survive their fin year.
Wild green iguanas live to be -ewn
to ten years old. These surprisingly ocial animals tend to live their \\·hole
lives in a very small tenitory. and they
are extremely sensitive to - ial
changes, including changes in the local
green iguana population. Adult _ n
iguanas captured in the w ild do not
just to captivity; in one study. one-third
of captured adults died within thr
months of capture.

The CDC recommends never allowing a reptile to walk on counter _or table ·
suriaces where food is prepared, displayed, or eaten.
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tions remain in Guatemala,
, Most green iguanas imported to the.
United States are from _El Sal vador and
are _captured in the wild. Green iguanas
are li sted on Appendix II 9f the Convention on International Trade in Endangered
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora
(CITES2, and therefore !heir trade should
be controlled. But the Salvadoran govemment has rejected a protocol developed by
the CITES Secretariat in conjunction with
local Salvadoran authorities that would
have ensuretl proper management of the
international trade-in green iguanas.
In 1993 El Salvador exported 281 ,037
live green iguanas; 280,513 went to the
United · States. Each year ''ranch" operations in El Salvador breed green iguanas ·
and produce 15,000 to 50,000 for export.
Approximately so· percent of green iguamis exported from El Salvador are collected from wild populat_ions in Co lombi~, El
Salvador, Honduras, or Nicaragua and are
"laundered" through the ranches. Those
collected outside El Salvador are smuggled in. Improper car€ of the green iguanas throughout the process causes excessively high mortality rates among captured
individuals: 30 percent of wild juvenile
green iguanas die from mhumane treatment during capture, holdmg, an~ transport prior to delivery to U. S. wholesalers.
The green iguana is just one of hun-dreds of species of wild reptiles Ame1icans
are buying in increasing numbers. Ball
pythons, geckos, and boa constrictors have
all been brought -into U.S . homes. Many
people purch&se wild reptiles on a whim
without consid~ring where the animals
came fmin or what care they w ill need.
Americans must realize that our large
markets for wildlife create demands that.
t>ften exceed supply. Those demands devastate wild populations so quickly that
they often cannot recover. HSUS/HSI is
strongly opposed to the trade in wild animals, such as green iguanas, for pets because of the tremendous suffering of individual animals and the damage to ~ild
populations that results .. The best way to
ensure that you are not contributing to the
cruel and destructive trade in wild animals is to choose traditional companion
animals. That way yo'u help keep wild animals in the wild where they belong.- Teresa
Tele~f..'V, Ph.D. , HSUS directm; Wildlife
Trade Program
30

KINDER, GENTLER
ELEPHANT CONTROL
nd when ele;;
noise as ll1 _
very fi·igh;
the whole air 1he

A

:e as much

eren months.
- ;hm really the
best way that 11· ~ .i?ise w assist the
cause ofAFican 1 1:.1:-- .

ers, Ph.D. , had witnessed such a slaughter
in Kenya 's Tsavo Park and recorded hi
tortured observations in Animal Extinctions: What Everyone Should Know.'
Just weeks before Mr. Hoyt delivered
his address, a helicopter descended gent!
toward a sinal! group of elephants in
South Africa's Kruger ·National Park.
From the helicopter's open door emerged
a rifle barrel, its muzzle pointed at a cow
elephant with a small calf The gun fired.
With that target hit, the gun swung toward
the calf: again, a shot, a hit. This time, the gun was firing not bullets but tranquilizer darts. As the cow and
calf fell into an easy sleep and settled to
the ground, the helicopter completed its
descent, its crew meanwhile radioing for
help from the trucks waiting nearby. With
the rest of the herd lingering at a safe distance, a crack team of scientists and experienced wildlife veterinarians approached
the sleeping cow and calf, quickly positioned the elephants' trunks to assure a
clear passageway for air, and began monitoring their vital signs. Measurements
were taken, radio-collars were securely at-

Elephants intertwine their trunks in greeting. The concentration of elephants
in Africa's protected areas has been used to justify past culls.
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tached, and-in a simple, undramatic, but
history-making motion- with a syringe,
the porcine zona pellucida (PZP) immunocontraceptive vaccine was injected
into the cow elephant.
In fifteen minutes, the work was done.
The veterinarians injected both elephants
with the antidote to the tranquilizer, then
fled with the researchers to the trucks and
the helicopter, the vehicles ' engines already running. As the trucks sped off and
the helicopter lifted into the air, cow and
calf were already on their feet, touching
trunks and finding their balance.
Between 1979 and 1989, massive
poaching for the commercial ivory trade
cut Africa's elephant population from 1.3
million to 600,000. But in many areas
across the continent, habitat destruction
has concentrated the remaining elephants
in protected areas like Kruger National
Park. For twenty-nine years, park rangers
at Kruger National Park shot 300 elephants a year to stabilize the park's population at about 7,500. Park officials argued that more elephants would harm the
park, and that no alternative to killing existed. But a public debate in May 1995
made it clear that the 7,500-elephant limit
had no scientific basis. The South African
National Parks Board then reviewed its
policy, suspended the cull planned for
1996, and joined with HSUS/HSI in a
contraception project.'
Thus, in September 1996, an intemational research team sponsored by
HSUS/HSI came to Kruger National Park
to test PZP on elephants. Twenty-one wild
cow elephants, some with calves, were
captured, radio-collared, and hand-inj ected by syringe with the PZP vaccine.
Twenty nonpregnant adult cows were also
radio-collared to serve as an untreated control group. Remarkably, pregnancy was diagnosed in the field by a German research
team using a portable ultrasound unit.
The vaccinated elephants were scheduled for a second dose of PZP in November 1996 and wi II receive a booster shot in
June 1997. These follow-up vaccinations
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Jay F. Kirkpatrick, Ph.D., (center) and colleagues attach a radio-collar to a
tranquilized elephant in Kruger National Park.

are administered directly via a dart rifle
fired from a heli copter; it is not necessary
to capture the elephants again since they are
easy to spot because of their radio-collars.
In the future, the first administration of
the vaccine should be even easier. The ultrasound technique confirmed the observations and anecdotes of the helicopter
pilots who frequently fly over elephant
herds: cows with calves greater than a certain size are almost always pregnant.
Thus, nonpregnant females can be targeted for vaccination from the air with no
handling at all.
Led by Jay F. Kirkpatrick, Ph.D.,
HSUS consultant and director of science
and conservation biology for ZooMontana in Billings, Montana, the research
team included participants from the University of Pretoria, the University of
Georgia, and the Medical Co llege of
Ohio. These individuals were assisted by
wildlife veterinarians from Kruger National Park.
The slaughter of .elephants witnessed
by Norman Myers snould never again
take pl ace. The PZP vaccine offers us the

strong hope that we can end such horror
forever.-Allen Rutberg, Ph.D. , HS S enior scientist
1
Norman Myers, "Sustainable Exploi tation of
Wildlife as a Strategy Toward Enhanced Conser\"ation," in Animal Ex tinctions: What Evermne Should
Kn ow. R. J. Hoage, ed. (Washington, D. C.: Smi!hsonian Institution Press, 1985), 125-28.
2
The H SUS has been wo rking closely with Jay F.
Kirkpatrick, Ph.D., to develop a conrracepri,· ior
various animal species. The PZP immunoconrra eptive vaccine was developed in the late 19 Os (- !h
Fall 1991 HSUS News). ln March 198 the \\ild
horses of Assateague Island on Maryl and 's
were the f irst noncaptive horses to receiw !he ontraceptive, with great success. Dr. Kirkpaoic'··· research team has treated wild horses in '\e,-ada "ith
this contraceptive, al so w ith great sue ~-.
Deer were the next chosen targets and SC"\·eraJ
sites were identifi ed, inc luding Fire Island . ·arional
Seashore, New York, where growing deer populations were coming increasing lv into on i t \\ith island residents. In · 1993 seventy-!hree does recei,·ed
the PZP vaccine and within a ,.ear fa"ning rates
among treated does were down
percent (see the
Winter 1995 HSUS Ne~H). The contra epriw is also
being used now in Gaithersburg. "\[3.[\·Iand on the
grounds of the National lnstirute of randards and
Tec hnology, and in Columbus. Ohio. at Sharon
Woods Metr·o Park, and in more than sixty zoos and
aquaria around the world.
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wounds a~d ·weakening the muscles that
raise the bull 's head.
·
In the second act, three uiunounted
,banderill eros enter the ring. Wielding two
banderillas, barbed spikes like -small har~
..
.
.
poons, each man runsto~ard the charging
bull, leaps over his horns, and plants the
ba~derillas .near the wounds created by
the picador. Th~s fi.!rther limits ,the .ani!Jlal's ..ability to move his head, and for the
rest of the contest, the banderillas will remain embedded in the bull 's shoulders.
U:! " The voices of the advantage, the tip of rh ull ·s homs are . .
Only when the bufl h.as been weakened
· crowd swell and merge into often filed -down. Perrol~urn jelly may be does the . "brave" matador enter the ring
one and fl owers ram down smeared in the animar- ey - to blur his vi- for the third and fii:iatact o( this blopdy
·irlto the bull ring as the sion and make· him misjudge distance if . spectacle. He makes several passes at the .
matador and his opponent 'he attempts. to gore :h matador. Before exhausted animal with his red cape. He is
charge and whirl in a time-honored ballet.
the mat<!dor even en
the ring. the bull ·supposed to kill the bulL with one clean
"OLE!'! ,
will be ,exhausted an weakened by the thrust of a long, narrow sword .between
Ironically this cry of p1:aise, meant to .first rounds of a com st ''i rh at least six · . the bull's shoulders an<i straight 1nto his
heart. Rarely does one blow kill the bulf,
applaud the courage and skill of the mata- other opponent ..
A traditional b ull~ ~ t i carefully however: More oft¢n, several thrusts
dor; sow1d's more like a wail of mourning
choreographed. and pr - rued in several pier:ce ·the bull's lungs and the animal is
for the tortured and dying bull.
As the number of bullfights around .the acts. In the first a L r.he bull i released slowly asphyxiated in his own blood. .
Unfortunately b_ullfighting is growing
world increases, those who care;: aoout ani- from a purpose! darkened ta ll into the
mals are raising a very different cry: "iNo light of the arena..to the _noisy cheel-s of in popularity in some Latin American
Mas Violencia! (No Mas 'Ole'!/"--;-"No th&-crowd. He is·taun cd by m-e> or more countries and in .Mexico, and in southern
toreadores, who \\·aye ape- at him to en- ' France, PortUgal, and Spain. This is most
More Violence! (No More ' Ole'!)"
Bullfighting has often been glamor- courage him to charge and to give the likely the result of the incteased accessiized as an equal contest in which the intel- matador a:n ' opporruni _· t9 assess his bility of television and increased.viewing
ligence and daring of a man ate pitted fighting style. ext rhe picador enters of teleyised bullfights. In Spain ·alone the
against the superior size, strength, and in- mounted on a· horse padded for some pro- _ number of bullfights has almost doubled
stinct of a magnificent bull. The reality is tection again,st the bull · charges. "I:he pic- over..the past ten years, from 440 ·in 1986
very di-fferent. To give the matador, in ador stabs the bull's ba k rep~atedly with to 803 in 1'995. In most bullfights three
.
some countries known as the torero, every a sharp lance, opening painful, bloody . matadors kill two bulls each.
Appalled by the increase in bullfighting worldwide, the World Society for the
Protection of Animals (WSPA), ·\vith the
support of HSUS/HSI, launched a worldwide campaign in 1(}<}2 against bullfighting and othe~- fiestas sanguinarias; or
. bloody festivals . . ·'
·
In October 1995 WSPA hosted the ·
first Latin American anti-bullfight conference in Mexico .City. Bullfighting opponents-from around tHe world joined to .
develop a comprehensive strategy to shut
clown the centuries-old bloodsport. Alvaro Posada-Salazar, director of HSJ's
Latin American office, helped formulate
the conference's five-point plan. The plan
recommended
1. establishing .an international anticbullfighting coordinating center to -gather,
· process; and distribute anti-bullfighti,ng
information;
·
HSI's· Alvaro Posada-Salazar (center), Mexico's Leonardo Dioz· (left), and 2. arranging for key people an-d organiWSPA'S Gerardo Huertas explain the anti-bullfighting _campaign in October. . zations. in_ each country to gather and re-
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In the carefully choreographed bullfight,
the bull faces not a
single man with a
cape and sword but a
succession of opponents who harass and

ceive information;
3. conducting a second Latin American
anti-bullfighting conference in Mexico in
1996;
'
4. designing and developing a universal
·
anti-bullfighting campaign;
5. seeking local and international support
to fulfill the above strategies.
Immediately following the first conference, HSl signed on as a full pattner with
WSPA -in a joint anti-bullfighting campaign. 'Since then WSPA, HSI, and confl!re nce participants have implemented
. each recommendation of the five-point
plan. Individuals and organizations have
established clearinghouses in each country and the second conference \Y~S held as
planned in the fall of 1996. Through the ·
work of WSPA's Costa Rican and HSI's
Latin American offices, thousands bf
posters and bumper stickers bearing 'the
newly developed. ''No More Violence:'
campaign logo, a. forty-second public-ser- .
vice announcement for television, and periodic press releas,es and information bull ti ns· were distributed to representatives
in each of the bullfighting countries.
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The second conference. held October
3- 5, 1996, was attended by thirty antibullfighting 'activists from seven bullfighting countpes. The conference focused on
th~ need to educate children about the cruelties inherent in bullfighting and disCl,ISSed how best to inspire a phi losophical
opposition to violence. Each conference
participant returned borne with a booklet
containing strategies for teaching schoolchildren compassion and respect toward
all foims of life. Each also was challe'nged
to enlist the suppoti of local and national
celebrities-.artists, performers, · political
figures, church officials,-.and others~who
are opposed to ·bullfighting. Anti-bull~
fighting activists in each of the seven
countries will develop and publicize a list
uf business enterprises that in any. way
support or endorse bullfighting. '
Representatives at the 1996 conf~rence
declared ·November 6 an annual "AntiBullfighting Day" worldwide. . They
agreed to sponsor as many anti-bullfighting activitit;s as possible in their home
countries on this date.
Plans to continue this joint effort

Danger abounds in
the bullring. The goal
of the anti-bullfighting campaign is to
build a public outcry,
louder than any bullring cheer...:.."No More
Violimce!-No More

are a lready
~
~
well_ underway. HSI and . 'Ole'!"
WSPA have
~
collaborated
to devise a massive public education ~~
campaign to combat the rise in bullfighting. We will design curricula for high
school and university students, broadcast
public-service announcements on radio,
and continue to distribute anti-bullfighting 'posters and stickers that promote the
campaign.
In addition to our public education·
campaign, we hav·e developed a plan to
target the tourist dollar. Major travel
agencies have received invitations to become trave l partners for animal welfare
by offering vacation packages that exclude trips to bullfights or other exhibitions that exploi t animals. Participating
agencies will 9e featured when the program i s launched and will receiv~ inter· ·
national publicity.
_ Through these efforts we can i dd
many new voices to our cry, "No More
Vi.o l ence~No More 'Ole'! "
•
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combat desertifica-

:i'{o 0 :--.1: KNOWS JUST HOW M.A: :\-

- UE JOGS LIVED lN

TJIE CONTlNENT;\E UNJTED STATES . ·.·

prior to the arrival of Europeans-~ ~:my as five billion prairie dogs
as much as 100 to 700 million ac :::
rowing rodents shaped the lands

~

::n the Great Plains of the United States. These bur-

::: and were a major ecological force: ·.

Prairie dogs graze on gras es anc _orbs, or broad-leafed herbs,
i:j.,

•

and to keep veg~tairon short to re

may have inhabited

.~

to'~ sustain
•

<i:c.

'

themselves

ea.: predators. Since grasses in an early stage of growth .

have a higher nutrient content, prairie dog grazing increases the nutritional value
attracting bison, pronghorn, and elk. But prairie dog towns don't benefit only the large
grazers: even today, prairie dog towns hostas many as 163 species of plants and animals- more than adjoining grasslands thai lack prairie dogs.
. Prairie dogs are .social creatures; four or:'
may dig burrows on a single acre, creat.. inore
-·
· ~

ing a town of numerous families. Btu;rowing myls use abandoned prairie dog burrows to

raise their young; deer mice, tiger salamanders, green toads, short-horned lizards, and
many others use the burrows for protection
and shelter. Golden eagles, coyotes, badgers, swift foxes, ferruginous hawks, highly endangered black-footed ferrets, and
many others look to the towns for prey.
Towns' short grasses are preferred nesting
sites for the rare mountain pl over and are
home to killdeer, grouse, and the lesser
prairie chicken.
Prairie dogs create and maintain an
extensive burrow
system. Their activity turns and aerates
the soil and increases penetration and
retention of rain
water. Prairie dog
droppings fertilize
prickle poppy, mustard, purple prairie
coneflower, yarrow,
milk vetch, snow-on-the-mountain. and
many other prairie plants. Because prairie
dogs can shape an ecosystem and dictate
its inhabitants, they are considered a ·'keystone species," or one "·ithout which an
ecosystem would collapse.
Unfortunately, humans· relationship
with prairie dogs for much of the past hundred years can best be characterized as an
attempt to bring about just such a collapse.
In the 1800s an expanding human population erroneously believed that prairie dogs
competed with domestic Jiyestock for forage and condemned the linle rodents as
"vermin." Efforts to eradicate them were
underway by the tum of the cenrury. Prairie
dogs on public and private lands since then
have been poisoned, gassed floode d out of
their burrows, and shot. Some years as
many as 125,000 men worked most at federal or state government expense. to poison
prairie dogs on up to 20 million acres of
U.S. prairie. At the same time . mi llions of
acres of prairie were plowed for corn, soybeans, wheat, and other crops.
As a result, prairie dogs now occupy only 2 percent of their original range . Of the
five prairie dog species, the tab is li sted
as threatened and the Mexican is listed as
endangered under the U.S. Endangered
Species Act (ESA). Even the black-tai led
prairie dog, the most numerous, has suffered catastrophic declines. Recently the
Biodiversity Legal Foundation, an organization dedicated to the preservation of
plants and animals in the United States,
and a prominent wildlife biologist, Jon
Sharps, petitioned to list the black-tailed
prairie dog ·under the ESA. In a controversia l decision, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
40

Service denied the pennon. but serious
concern exists about the tarus of the once
abundant mammal .
The decimation has affected more than
just the prairie dog. The black-footed ferret, swift fox, mountain plowr, ferruginous
hawk, and other specie ha,·e suffered.
Ironically, the re ults of numerous scientific studies are demonstrating that
prairie dogs don 't compete "·ith livestock,
but rather benefit domestic grazers
by revitalizing the
grasses and forbs
Ill a grazmg area.
Prairie dog control makes no
more ec onomic
sense than it does
env iro nmental
sense. Some ex~ pe rt s have con~ clu d e d that the
§ ost of control exeeds the value of
forage supposedly gained by eradicating
prairie dogs.
Despite such findings. prairie dog control continues at the be he t of the livestock
industry. On public and private lands,
prairie dogs are poi oned often through
use of federal and/or state funds. Federal
land management agencies such as the Bureau of Land Management. the U.S. Forest
Service, and the Bureau of Indian Affairs
continue to sancti on poi oning to prevent
expansion of prairie dog populations. Most
states with prairie dogs still classify them
as pests, vermin, or unprotected species.
Those states encourage . or even require,
control of prairie dogs by those who own or
manage land.
Prairie dogs face other threats, including a deadly disease called sylvatic plague.
This bacterial disease is canied by fleas
borne by virtually all of the mammals associated with prairie dog towns. Transmission to prairie dog populations is highly
likely, therefore, and while some mammalian species sho,,- resistance to sylvatic
plague, prairie dogs do not.
Sylvatic plague may be more dangerous
to prairie dog populations reduced and
scattered by poisoning. and where prairie
dogs succumb, other species will fail. In
one area black-footed ferrets were reintroduced into a thriving praitie dog town. A
plague outbreak then killed 60--90 percent
of the prairie dogs. Though ferrets were
breeding in the area prior to the outbreak,
few, if any, have been spotted there since.
Sylvatic plague, when combined with all
the other threats faced by these animals, increases the likelihood of complete elimination of prairie dogs.

Another threat is recreational shooting.
Prairie dogs are a popular target of
"varmint" hunters, who kill them for fun ,
in contests, and as practice for larger game.
Such hunters enjoy unrestricted access to
most federal lands; states generally permit
and encourage them to kill unlimited numbers of prairie dogs any time of year (see
the Falll993 HSUS News).
Aside from the obvious ethical concerns raised by killing wildlife for target
practice, contest points and prizes, and fun,
the biological impact of recreational prairie
dog shooting has only recently been addressed. Prairie dogs in heavily hunted
towns spend more time underground and
less time feeding . They may not move to
other areas, which would interrupt the genetic exchange critical to the health of
every population. This makes a prairie dog
population more susceptible to sylvatic
HSUS NEWS • Winter 1997

plague and other diseases.
There is one final, bizarre threat: At the
request of private land owners and property
managers, prairie dogs around the United
States are being vacuumed from their burrows by a private company. The company
uses a converted septic truck to suck up the
little creatures; those who aren't killed in
the process are relocated, if suitable sites
with willing landowners can be found. If
not, the animals are killed or sold to fulfill
an increasing demand for prairie dogs as
the latest in fad pets.
Although injurious to prairie dogs and
harmful to other burrow dwellers, vacuuming probably will not reduce overall
prairie dog numbers. However, property
managers seem to consider the brutal
practice a convenient, guilt-free alternative
to poisoning prairie dogs. Tolerating and
appreciating these fascinating animals is a
HSUS NEWS • Winter 1997

far better alternative.
To early settlers, the decimation of the
billions of prairie dogs who once tunneled
the plains must have seemed impossible.
But we are perilously close to achieving
the impossible- the reduction of prairie
dog numbers below viability and the collapse of one of the most productive and important ecosystems in the world.
The key to prairie dog preservation lies
with public education and action. Taxpayer-funded poisoning will not stop on public
lands until the public demands it. Federal
land management agencies will continue to
give preference to livestock over wildlife
until the public demands otherwise. Federal land management agencies and state
wildlife depatiments will continue to permit recreational shooters to use prairie
dogs for target practice until the public demands a halt to this despicabl e practice.

While organizations such as The HSUS
and the Montana-based Predator Project
are dedicated to educating the public about
the importance of prairie dogs and prai1ie
dog ecosystems, change will not come
without individual action.
Please contact the secretary of the Department of the Interior, the Honorable
Bruce Babbitt (U.S. Department of the Interior, 1849 C St., NW, Washington. DC
20240) and the secretary of the Department of Agriculture, the Honorable Dan
Glickman (U.S. Department of Agticulture, 14th St. and Independence .AYe .. sv;.
Washington, DC 2025 0). ,,·hose departments manage prairie dog habitats on federal lands, to demand increased protecti on
for these remarkable anintals.
•
Susan Hagood is HSUS
specialist.
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F RANKIE TRULL, THE PRESIDENT OF THE FOUNDAT!Ol\ FO

Biomedical Research, an educational organization ba ed ir:
Washington, D.C., that works on behalf of laboratories rhaexperiment on animal s, recently asserted that those

\\-hO

claim animals have rights must be against acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) research. "You can 't haY ir
both ways," she said . She also stated that an apt analogy or
the biomedical research conununity's efforts to work \\irb
those opposed to animal experimentation would be a I
junior high school basketball team's attempts to play again_-,-:
the Chicago Bulls.'
These statements indicate a surprising lack of a\\·ar n :-

EXTEND I
of the compassionate inclusiveness of an ethical ph ilo
that extends protective ri ghts to nonhuman as well as h
animals. Since Ms . Trull is a principal spokeswoman

o~

many laboratories engaged in biomedical research, her o ments need rebuttal, as do the misunderstandings they
widely represent.
Those who believe in animal rights believe foremo
animals have a general right to be free from human ab Abuse is characterized by actions that result in physical pain
or mental suffe1ing. lt is abusive, for instance, to den the benign exercise and development of innate physical and mental

BY JOHN F. KULLBERG, ED.D.
needs and abilities, qualities that differ greatly among
species. When we consider the variance in abilities, needs.
and sentience among species, we can determine the speci fi
and often quite different rights that each species, including
our own, must be accorded to be protected from abuse.
As humans we require significant freedom to dewlop
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our more highly eYoh ·ed cognitive and creative talents. BUI
such freedom h - risks . for while the freedom we need to
develop our extraordinary abilities has clearly benefited and
enhanced our ''-orld it also has caused much individual. social, and em·ironm ntal ab use. Ethical indifference and the
compassionless ontrol of our shared surroundings haYe n farious consequences . Freedom, therefore, by neces ity
must be accompanied by a commensurate and socially enforced responsibility to end abusive behavior.
Animal-rights advocates understand and accept that responsibility. \-\ -e believe that if any nondefensive treatment
of any creature is abusive in nature or intent, human beings

RIGHTS
have an ethical obligation to stop it. We understand that
abuse becomes institutionalized when those experiencing or
witnessing it tolerate it and when those responsible for it rationalize it. But many who agree on goals often disagree on
strategies, and those whose ethical philosophy recognizes
protective rights for all animals are not strangers to such disagreements.
For example, consider the varying ways caring individuals approach the shared goal of ending animal vivisection.
In an ideal world, no creature would suffer from vivisecti on.
In the real world, however, invasive research on nonhuman
and human animals has been and continues to be a significant part of biomedical science. Some individuals who are
fighting for protective rights for all animals demand an immediate and complete end to all animal expetimentation .
Others see this demand as a laudable but unrealistic century-old ultimatum and, instead, have chosen to work with and
as research scientists in more realistic efforts to expedite the
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Join us in Orlando, Florida, for the
1997 edition of the premiere trade
show and educational conference in
animal care. The HSUS 's Animal
Care Expo will showcase the latest,
most useful products and services
for humane societies, animal-control
agencies, boarding kennels, wildlife
rehabilitation centers, pet-sitting services, groomers-everyone providing
shelter and care programs for animals. Seven day-long courses on
February 12 (Preventing and Solving
Wildlife Problems, Shelter Design,
Animal Issues in Disaster Preparedness, Combating Blood Sports, Dealing with Difficult People, Animal
Behavior Issues in Successful Adoptions, and Reach-A-Teacher) and
twenty-eight workshops will help
professionals and volunteers, newcomers and longtimers alike. Preregistration is $49; registration after
January 15, 1997, is $75 (day-long
courses and other special workshops
have separate fees). Call 1-800-248EXPO for more information or to
charge your registration to Visa,
MasterCard, or Discover.

